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ABOUT US
Established in 1987 and headquartered in Florida, Apopka, USA, part of the MHE
Group Limited Hong Kong. ACCO is a well-known AAC producer who relocated
his Plant in 2007 outside the United States. With an annual capacity of 400 000
cbm of AAC reinforced and unreinforced products is ACCO on of the larger AAC
Plants worldwide.
ACCO respects nature and humanity. Our aim is to fulﬁll our industrial, social
and environmental responsibilities towards our children, the heirs of tomorrow,
and the common values of humanity.
With this awareness, ACCO has put its puriﬁcation and ﬁltration facilities with
the most advanced technologies into service and continues all production
activities on a nature-friendly axis.

OUR VISION
To contribute to the constructions that add value to the environment, society
and the national economy with our products by continuously improving our
understanding of quality and service based on customer satisfaction, investing
in our human resources and using our domestic and international experiences.

OUR MISSION
To be a pioneering institution by promising a sustainable future to both our
employees and partners, without sacriﬁcing customer satisfaction, with our
innovative, high performance products that we offer to the construction sector.
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ACCO AAC &
SPECIFICATIONS
AAC: With millions of pores in its structure, it is a modern lightweight, ﬂexible,
earthquake and ﬁre-resistant building material with high thermal insulation
value.
High Thermal Insulation: ACCO AAC is the leader of the sector with its thermal
conductivity value of 0,086W/m.K Within the scope of energy efficiency in
buildings, the gas concrete minimizes cooling and heating costs and
contributes to the national economy. It contributes to the comfort of yours and
your loved ones.
Sound Performance: ACCO AAC creates peaceful environments for you and
your loved ones with its porous surface and different design features that can
be altered at your will.
A1 Class Fire Resistance: ACCO AAC A1 class ﬁre resistant construction
material protects you and your loved ones by providing ﬁre safety at every point
of the structure.
Breathable: ACCO AAC creates a healthy living space for you and your loved
ones by providing the structures to breathe with diffusion thanks to its mineral
structure.
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Eco-Friendly: ACCO AAC products are produced using natural raw materials.
KiPAS is the only acc manufacturer with the GREEN LABEL certiﬁcate.
Producing with the Zero Wast principle, it has developed the technology that
can reuse the wastes and thus plays an important role in the sustainable life of
you and your loved ones.
Sustainability: ACCO AAC contributes to the construction of safe and
long-lasting buildings that respect the rights of future generations based on
human and nature. ACCO AAC products maintain their production performance
throughout the life of the building.
Quick and Easily Workability: ACCO AAC is sized with millimeter sensitivity
using advanced technology. Due to the precision of its dimensions, it saves
time by accelerating production thanks to ease of application. Thanks to its
lightness, ease of processing, being able to be cut in any size and surface
smoothness, it minimizes the errors that may arise from the application
Economic: ACCO AAC provides advantages in calculating reinforced concrete
components in static designs thanks to its lightness and provides savings in
iron and concrete. Thanks to its thermal performance feature, gas concrete
provides economic beneﬁt in heating and cooling costs. It provides product and
labor cost savings with its easily workability and fast applicability. Thanks to its
homogeneous and millimeter dimensions, it provides economic beneﬁt for
plaster and mortar use
Lightness and Earthquake Resistance: ACCO AAC makes the structures
resistant to earth-quakes by reducing the load on the building carrier system
thanks to its lightness. In addition to these, gas concrete contributes to the
safety of yours and your loved ones with the products produced in different
strength values that meet the requirements of construction technology.
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QUALITY AND R&D

PRODUCT
RANGE

ACCO AAC makes a difference for the sake of becoming a pioneer in the sector;
and has adopted continuous development by supporting its innovative
technology with knowledge and innovation. ACCO is proud of providing the
best thermal performance value to the sector by blending customer
satisfaction and expectations with the changes in the construction sector and
improving the performance of the products in line with the needs.

QUALITY POLICY
The basic policy of our company includes using modern technology at every
stage of the service,providing suitable, quality and reliable products to the
market by obeying laws, regulations, legal requirements and standards
Providing the amount of energy consumed through increasing energy
efficiency and preventing existing energy losses without hindering economic
development and social welfare, and without degrading quality and
performance,
Being a prestigious and reliable company in the market by providing quality in
the ﬁrst place and constantly with more conﬁdent steps by following new
technological developments in line with the principles of continuous
improvement and development.
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Sustainability: ACCO AAC contributes to the construction of safe and
long-lasting buildings that respect the rights of future generations based on
human and nature. ACCO AAC products maintain their production
performance throughout the life of the building.
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NON-REINFORCED
CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS

ACCO AAC
Wall Blocks

ACCO AAC
Tongue-and Groove Blocks
Is used in all kinds of structural system as exterior and interior wall ﬁlling material.
Is used in the construction of inner and outer walls, which are the carriers of the
stack structures.
Is used in concrete ribbed slabs as ﬁller material.

ACCO AAC
Filler

As a Fire Barrier, it prevents the smoke through the window and door openings on
the facades.
Thermal insulation plate is a building material used in reinforced concrete surfaces,
wall areas or ﬂoors where the building is insufficient in terms of thermal insulation.
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LIGHT WEIGHT
FILLER

ACCO ACC Lightweight ﬁller contributes to the construction of earthquake
resistant, sustainable and economic constructions thanks to its lightness and
heat performance in reinforced concrete ﬂoor slabs.
Produced in accordance with TSEK 108 standards, ACCO AAC Lightweight
Filler can be easily cut and does not cause wastage in applications.
A1 Class provides ﬁre safety thanks to its non-ﬂammable properties, while
ACCO AAC Filler increases the building comfort by providing heat and sound
insulation.
In addition to its economic beneﬁt of 15-20% in concrete and earthquake
protection thanks to its space-free structure, gas concrete ﬁller also provides
40-50% savings in plaster with its smooth surface.
The dimensional tolerance and the product range, which varies in height
starting from 20 cm up to 50cm at 2.5 cm intervals, provides a unique design
opportunity for your project.
ACCO AAC Lightweight Filler, with its solidness and durability features,
provides advantage in hanging the desired lighting on the ceiling.
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LENLINTELS
& JAMBSTALS
ACCO ACC lintels and jambs complete the wall blocks. They are
complementary reinforced components produced in accordance with TS-EN
12602 Standard. These products are produced in sizes suitable for the door
and window openings of the buildings and since they are reinforced, they are
easy to use. They are timesaving, lightweight and earthquake resistant
products and they work in harmony with all wall materials. They are 100% lighter
than lintels and jambs made of concrete and you will not suffer from
condensation problems, as thermal conductivity of these products is three
times lower.
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ACCO AAC
REINFORCED PANELS
ACCO AAC Reinforced Panels are large-sized structural components produced
as corrosionresistant steel mesh reinforcements calculated in the light of
engineering rules of TS-EN 12602 standards.
ACCO AAC Reinforced panels, which are used in wall ﬂooring and roof
construction in residential, commercial and industrial buildings, can be applied
to all bearing systems used in structures such as wood, steel, reinforced
concrete.
Thanks to product's design feature, it provides economical solutions due to the
savings in labor and material in construction, as well as time savings.
These building components are produced by to endure external loads such as
wind, snow, earthquake and to bear their own loads; they are extremely durable
and easy-to-use large-sized construction components.
Manufactures with feed channel and tongue-and-groove are available
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VERTICAL AND
HORIZONTAL WALL PANELS
ACCO AAC Reinforced panels are produced in sizes ranging from 7.5 cm to 40
cm and in thickness up to 600 cm.
They are used in horizontal and vertical wall applications on interior and exterior
walls of residential, commercial and industrial buildings. Reinforced Panels are
used in Fire and Partition Wall Applications in the Interior Walls of Industrial
Buildings. In Shopping Mall Buildings, these products are used on all interior
walls such as service corridor, ﬁre escape corridor, shop compartments,
parking lots etc.
Reinforced Wall Panels are used in Residence Projects and on the walls of
buildings such as warehouses located in basement due to ventilation and ﬁre
costs.
They are used on the walls of spaces where ﬂoor heights are high, such as
Ballrooms, conference rooms, restaurants etc.
LIGHTWEIGHTNESS: Thinner walls with large openings reduces wall loads of
beams or slabs.
FIRE RESISTANCE: According to TS EN 13501-1 standard, the product is A1
Class "FIRE RESISTANT” building material.
DIMENSIONAL ADVANTAGES: The operating principle of ACCO AAC
reinforced wall panels is similar to simple beams. For this reason, it is sufficient
to connect the panels at both ends to assemble them. Openings of 8 m can
pass through horizontal openings without need for additional construction.
TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES: ACCO AAC Reinforced wall panels are produced
by calculating earthquake wind forces based on engineering calculations, as
well as provide sound and heat insulation.
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES: Provides labor and time savings thanks to easy
installment to all bearing components such as steel, reinforced concrete,
prefabricated buildings etc.
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ACCO AAC
ROOF AND FLOOR
PANELS

ACCO AAC FLOOR PANELS

ACCO AAC ROOF PANELS

Are designed to have two times more load carrying capacity than the sum of
the nominal loads to be carried by the ﬂoorings.

Can be easily applied on roof forms with different shapes such as ﬂat, inclined
and curved. Are produced speciﬁc to each project by calculating wind and
earthquake loads.

Can be used in the construction of factories, production facilities, warehouses,
additional ﬂoors and mezzanines.

Since there will be no works of molds, mortar etc. during construction process,
time and labor can be saved.

Are used instead of composite ﬂooring in steel construction buildings.
Are used in constructing stairs system slabs of conference halls, cinema halls,
cultural centers and so on.
Are used in ﬂoorings constructed after rough construction, in structures called
"loft", situated in hotels, residences etc.

As if is known, designing the structure by selecting lightweight materials
causes the seismic forces to affect the structure less. For this reason, the
lightness of the roof structure and ﬂooring is important.
It is possible to construct roofs with monolithic AAC roof plates that provide
lightness, inﬂammability, heat insulation with its unique texture and comfort
conditions.

Are used in the restoration works of historical buildings..
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ACCO AAC
ROOF AND FLOOR
PANELS
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ACCO AAC MORTAR
INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
The mortar mixture should be prepared with the amount of water deﬁned on
the Gas Concrete masonry mortar and a suitable mixer beater. In order to obtain
better efficiency from the Gas concrete masonry mortar, the block surface
should be free from dust and foreign materials.
Gas concrete masonry mortar should be applied using gas concrete trowel
according to the block thickness. Pour Gas concrete masonry mortar (25 kg)
into 6-8 liters of clean water slowly and mix with low speed beater or trowel
until there are no lumps left.

ACCO AAC
MORTAR

For the mixture to develop, let it rest for about 10 minutes and mix again before
using. Apply Gas concrete masonry mortar onto block surface with the same
thickness. Apply the mortar longitudinally on the wall surface and pay attention
to not to leave any gaps. Hammer Gas concrete, placed on carded Gas cement
masonry mortar, from top and side using rubber hammer. Joint gaps should be
approximately 2-3 mm thick and completely ﬁlled with Masonry Mortar. Use the
prepared mixture completely within a maximum of 4 hours. Expired mortar
should not be used again by adding water or dry mixture (sand, cement, etc.)

ADVANTAGES

The masonry mortar is much more robust and safer than traditional mortars.

Technical Speciﬁcations
Color
Application Temperature
Mixing Ratio
Container Life
Consumption Amount
Compressive Strength
Bond Strength

: Gray
: +5 C to +35 C (Ambient and ground temperature)
: Approximately 7 liters of water for 25 kg (bag) dry mortar
: 4 hours
: Depending on the application, approx. 4 kg/m
: Min 10 N/mm
: Min 0.3 N/mm

Packaging: In 25 kg polyethylene reinforced Kraft or PP bags

Shelf Life: 6 months in its original package with no more than 10 stacks in a dry
place.
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EQUIPMENT USED IN AAC
CONSTRUCTION APPLICATIONS

VERTICAL AND
HORIZONTAL WALL
LIFTING EQUIPMENT

Diamond tipped saw is designed to cut ACCO AAC products precisely
and easily.

It is the type of equipment that prevents the panel from falling
by grasping the panel from the end of the crane during building
ACCO AAC wall panels in the buildings. (Crane Accessory)

AAC TROWEL

Trowels are specially produced for fast and sufficient amount of glue
application during building walls. The teeth gaps must range between
0.5 mm and 1 mm.

It is the equipment used for storing the gas concrete products
on the ﬂoors of the buildings by picking up from vehicles
without causing any damage. (Crane Accessory)

AAC SHOVEL

AAC paddle shovels are used at one time and in accordance with
product thickness when building gas concrete walls, thus preventing
glue losses.

It is used as a horizontal holder when installing AAC ﬂoor and
roof panels to the building. (Crane Accessory)

INSTALLATION
DUCT OPENER

It helps in opening of the ducts easily for the assembly of electrical and
mechanical installation pipes on the walls built with gas concrete. The
ducts can be opened easily and without damaging the wall.

It is the equipment used during product installation of reinforced
concrete and connected to anchorages using V-shaped nails.

PANEL PULLER
EQUIPMENT

AAC CLEAR-CUT
PLANER

It is used to correct small edge defects during building or cutting gas
concrete blocks.

It is the equipment used during product installation of reinforced
concrete and connected to anchorages using V-shaped nails.

ANGLED PANEL
DRIFT EQUIPMENT

TIRE CORRECTION
KNOCKER

It is used to parallelize gas concrete blocks during the construction and
to ensure the integrity of the glue between the two blocks.

These are gusset-shaped nails used for ﬁxing panel puller
equipment to gas concrete.

CUTTING
SQUARE

It is used to cut gas concrete blocks symmetrically.

These are stainless steel equipment used for the installation of
gas concrete building components in the building lifting system.

ELECTRIC
JUNCTION
BOX OPENER

This product, which is used with the help of drill, is used to open
electrical junction ducts properly.

GLUE MIXER
PADDLE DRILL

It is a mixer drill which makes it easy and fast to mix the gas concrete
masonry mortar with water.

DROP-IN ANCHOR

Drop-in anchor (10 mm) mounted to the building carrier components of
ACCO AAC special blocks developed for Earthquake Safety

AAC SAW
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REINFORCED PANELS
APPLICATION EQUIPMENT USED

PALLET LIFTING AND
LOWERING EQUIPMENT

ROOF AND FLOOR
COMPONENTS
INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT

V-TYPE PULLER

C TYPE
ANCHORAGE RAIL
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